
@NCSSMAdmissions 
YouTube.com/ncssm 

TIMELINE TO 
NCSSM 
October 15 
Application opens for 
residential, online, and/or 
Summer Ventures programs 
Apply: ncssm.edu/admissions 

December 1 
Deadline for establishing 
residency in the State of  
North Carolina  

Mid-January  
Application deadline for 
residential, online, and/or 
Summer Ventures programs 

Early March  
Transcripts, evaluations and 
supplemental documents due

FOLLOW US

Visit our website to 
schedule a tour of  
either or both of our  
two campuses!   
ncssm.edu/admissions

Photo taken aboard International Space Station by  
NASA astronaut Christina Koch, NCSSM Class of 1997

VISIT US

YES, I WANT TO KNOW MORE!  

STUDENT NAME 

STUDENT EMAIL 

PARENT NAME 

PARENT EMAIL 

STREET ADDRESS 

CITY/ZIP COUNTY 

PHONE 

CURRENT SCHOOL 

CURRENT GRADE LEVEL 

Which of our programs do you want to learn  
more about? Check all options that apply. 

NCSSM-Durham 
NCSSM-Morganton 
NCSSM-Online 
Summer Ventures 
Summer Accelerator 
NCSSM Connect (School Administrators) 

Questions? Please email admissions@ncssm.edu 

NCSSM is a constituent institution of the  
University of North Carolina System.  

ONE SCHOOL 
MANY OPTIONS  
LIMITLESS POSSIBILITIES 
NCSSM-Durham  :  NCSSM-Morganton  :  NCSSM-Online



NORTH CAROLINA SCHOOL OF  
SCIENCE AND MATHEMATICS 
ONE SCHOOL 
MANY OPTIONS  
LIMITLESS POSSIBILITIES 

 

North Carolina School of Science and Mathematics educates 
academically talented students to become state, national, and global 
leaders in science, technology, engineering, and mathematics.  
As the nation’s first public, residential STEM high school, we 
advance public education in North Carolina through a challenging 
residential program driven by instructional excellence and the 
excitement of discovery.  

Students also have the option to take NCSSM courses remotely 
while remaining enrolled at their home high school through the 
NCSSM-Online program. These programs require you to apply and 
be accepted during your second year of high school, and you 
participate in them during your junior and senior years. 

Additionally, NCSSM has programs like Summer Ventures in 
Science and Mathematics, Accelerator, and NCSSM Connect 
courses to supplement your high school experience. 

NCSSM offers limitless possibilities – students can apply to  
NCSSM-Durham, NCSSM-Morganton, NCSSM-Online, and 
Summer Ventures with one application: www.cfnc.org 
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From community-based groups to affinity spaces, 
academic competition teams to fine arts groups, 
NCSSM has a student organization for everyone. 
Students represent our state’s rural communities, 
suburbs, and biggest cities, together shaping their 
great potential into a promising future for 
themselves and for North Carolina. For many, it's  
a life-changing experience and takes them to places 
they couldn't have imagined. 

Student life reflects the diversity and enthusiasm  
of our student body. NCSSM brings together people 
from throughout the state with many different 
stories – different racial and ethnic origins, economic 
circumstances, faiths, goals, interests, hobbies, and 
sensibilities – and allows them the opportunity to 
learn from and value each other.  

Diversity and inclusion are more than words to us – 
they are values that guide our work.  We believe a 
diverse community is stronger, more creative, and 
more innovative.  NCSSM seeks to recruit in 
proportion to the racial demographics of  
North Carolina. 

At NCSSM you’ll be challenged and supported to  
test your boundaries, learn to live and work with 
others away from home, and gain a be£er sense of 
who you are and how to navigate the many options 
life presents.  

*Residential only includes Durham students because Morganton students were not formally enrolled by the date  
of publication. Morganton will be represented in subsequent editions. Students indicating more than one race/ 

ethnicity are counted in each of their self-identified race/ethnic categories, so results add up to more than 100%.  

2,500 copies of this public document were printed at a cost of $2,996, or $1.20 per copy.

56%

WHITE

BLACK OR  
AFRICAN  

AMERICAN

11.7%

2.2%

30.2%
9%

<1%

AMERICAN  
INDIAN OR  

ALASKA NATIVE

NATIVE HAWAIIAN 
OR OTHER PACIFIC 

ISLANDER

ASIAN

6.6%

HISPANIC/ 
LATINX

PREFER NOT 
TO ANSWER

Race/Ethnicity  
Residential & Online*  

Number of NC’s 100 Counties Represented

RESIDENTIAL                        80 

ONLINE                                   72 

RESIDENTIAL & ONLINE     90 

 

 



 “MY TIME AT NCSSM NOT ONLY GAVE 
ME THE ACADEMIC RIGOR I WAS 
LOOKING FOR BUT ALSO MULTIPLE 
OPPORTUNITIES TO GROW 
OUTSIDE THE CLASSROOM AND 
MAKE WONDERFUL FRIENDSHIPS 
WHILE DOING SO.” 

Jabri Garcia-Jimenez, NCSSM-Durham ’22

RESIDENTIAL PROGRAM  
A WORLD-CLASS EDUCATION, 
TUITION-FREE 
 
For more than 40 years, NCSSM has opened 
doors and created opportunities for promising 
students across North Carolina like you. As part  
of the University of North Carolina System, we’re  
a public, two-year residential high school where 
talented juniors and seniors live on campus in a 
supportive, close-knit learning community to 
capitalize on their potential, grow as leaders, and 
discover limitless possibilities.  

Accept the greater challenge 
NCSSM students are thinkers, makers, and doers.  
Your classes will challenge and excite you. Your faculty, 
experienced teachers with advanced degrees, will encourage 
you to take the initiative to explore your burning questions. 
Our curriculum includes hands-on learning experiences and 
opportunities to apply your knowledge beyond the classroom 
through research, projects, and mentorships.  

Home away from home 
Students live in residence halls on campus, fostering 
independence with support from full-time Community 
Coordinators. The residence hall is more than where you put your 
head at night – it’s a gathering place for late-night study sessions or 
movie marathons with a shared sense of community.  

 



NCSSM-DURHAM  
 
In 1980, NCSSM opened in Durham on the grounds of the 
former Wa�s Hospital with a class of 150 juniors. Today, 680 
students call the Durham campus home each academic year, 
living in close-knit residence halls, eating meals with friends in 
the campus dining hall, exercising in the Physical Education 
Center (known to students as the PEC), and studying and relaxing 
beneath century-old oaks on the campus lawns. Durham gives you 
access to real-world research and mentorship experiences in 
Research Triangle Park and four nearby universities: Duke, NC 
Central, NC State, and UNC-Chapel Hill. 

 

TWO DISTINCT CAMPUSES  
TO EXPLORE YOUR INTERESTS & TALENTS 



NCSSM-MORGANTON 
 

In 2022, NCSSM-Morganton welcomes its first residential class 
of 150 high school juniors to a state-of-the-art campus that will 
advance and transform STEM education in western North 
Carolina. It includes a residence hall with mountain views 
and gathering spaces for social and academic groups. The 
Academic Commons building is the innovative and 
collaborative hub of the campus, with modern classrooms 
and meeting rooms designed for team projects, a library, 
maker space and fabrication lab suite, science labs and 
technology spaces, and an open dining area.  

The Morganton campus features data science 
throughout its coursework. You will learn to use data 
in an ethical way and organize information and 
design creative solutions to real-world problems. In 
addition, you’ll have the unique opportunity to 
engage in applied learning experiences with local 
institutions and industries. 

In 2023, the second class of 150 juniors will join 
the Morganton campus. As some of the first 
students, you will have the chance to create 
culture and traditions for the new NCSSM-
Morganton campus.

CHECK OUT  
The Road to Morganton series: 

bit.ly/roadtomorganton



NCSSM-ONLINE  
THE BEST OF BOTH WORLDS  
You can remain enrolled in your current high school and live at home 
while taking challenging courses online from NCSSM, tuition-free.  
We offer a supplemental, two-year honors program that provides the 
NCSSM experience across the state to students in their home community.  

Participate in NCSSM student life 
NCSSM-Online students can join clubs, take on leadership roles, participate 
in volunteer opportunities and summer research programs with fellow 
online students and those from other NCSSM programs – and even go to the 
NCSSM prom. You’ll graduate from your home high school and also travel to 
Durham for an NCSSM recognition ceremony with your online peers. Learn 
more: www.ncssm.edu/online-program 

Take advanced, college-preparatory courses like Honors Molecular Genetics, 
Honors Cryptography, and/or Honors Energy and Sustainability. View the  
complete course catalog at: www.ncssm.edu/coursecat 

 “BECAUSE OF NCSSM, I CAN CONFIDENTLY  
SAY TO MYSELF, ‘WOW, I ACTUALLY HAVE  
THE SKILLS TO ACHIEVE MY DREAM  
CAREER IN STEM.’” 
Eleanor Whitaker, NCSSM-Online ’22 



SUMMER VENTURES IN  
SCIENCE AND MATHEMATICS  
ACADEMIC CHALLENGES & GROWTH  
AMONG LIKE-MINDED PEERS  
For rising 11th- and 12th-graders 

Explore science, technology, engineering, and mathematics during a tuition-free,  
four-week residential research program on the campus of Appalachian State 
University, East Carolina University, UNC-Charlo�e, or UNC-Wilmington. Summer 
Ventures offers many options to follow your intellectual curiosity. You’ll study  
with university faculty and expert teachers in your areas of interest, engaging in 
hands-on activities in labs and in the field. You’ll then conduct, document, and 
present research on a topic of your choosing, building skills and broadening your 
understanding of the role of scientific inquiry in addressing real-world challenges. 

Students might work in locations such as a medical research lab or teaching 
hospital, conduct field work in archeological sites and river ecosystems, conduct  
a multivariate stepwise regression to assess the influence of multilingualism on 
Alzheimer’s disease, or use drones with heat sensors to gather data.  

www.ncssm.edu/summerventures   :   summerventures@ncssm.edu 

 





NCSSM provides live, synchronous distance education courses to students 
across North Carolina through partnerships with local public high schools. 

Students can take honors- and AP-level courses online, tuition-free. You’ll 
personalize your learning by sharing real-life experiences and perspectives.  

Our NCSSM Connect program allows smaller rural schools to offer honors-
level courses that may otherwise be unavailable. Offerings include: Honors 

Aerospace Engineering, Honors Physics and advanced math courses. 

To check whether your school is a partner, ask your counselor. Schools interested 
in partnering with NCSSM should contact partnership@ncssm.edu 

NCSSM CONNECT COURSES 
TAKE NCSSM CLASSES AT YOUR HOME SCHOOL 

ACCELERATOR  
For rising 7th- through 12th-graders 

Accelerator offers a fun, intellectually engaging residential week on NCSSM’s 
Durham or Morganton campus where you can explore a variety of STEM and 
humanities topics. Outside the classroom, residential life staff lead exciting 
extracurricular activities and field trips, such as game nights, trips to 
baseball games, outdoor movies, hikes, and arts. Accelerator for upper 
grades (10th–12th) begins with a two-week virtual component completed at 
your own pace before the residential week. Sample  
courses include: 
• Explorations in Genetics 
• Epidemiology: Understanding the Spread of COVID-19 
• Sound Advice: Instrumental Acoustics, Recording, Engineering 
Accelerator is open to students from outside North Carolina. While  
there is a fee to a�end, scholarships are available. 

www.ncssm.edu/accelerator   :   summer@ncssm.edu

FOLLOW US  
@ShareSTEM



FIND COMMUNITY  
AND LIFELONG 

FRIENDS

Nearly 100  
student clubs/ 
organizations

21 varsity  
athletic  

teams

Educational 
travel 

opportunities

More than 20 art & music classes



NORTH CAROLINA SCHOOL OF  
SCIENCE AND MATHEMATICS 
ONE SCHOOL 
MANY OPTIONS  
LIMITLESS POSSIBILITIES 

 

North Carolina School of Science and Mathematics educates 
academically talented students to become state, national, and global 
leaders in science, technology, engineering, and mathematics.  
As the nation’s first public, residential STEM high school, we 
advance public education in North Carolina through a challenging 
residential program driven by instructional excellence and the 
excitement of discovery.  

Students also have the option to take NCSSM courses remotely 
while remaining enrolled at their home high school through the 
NCSSM-Online program. These programs require you to apply and 
be accepted during your second year of high school, and you 
participate in them during your junior and senior years. 

Additionally, NCSSM has programs like Summer Ventures in 
Science and Mathematics, Accelerator, and NCSSM Connect 
courses to supplement your high school experience. 

NCSSM offers limitless possibilities – students can apply to  
NCSSM-Durham, NCSSM-Morganton, NCSSM-Online, and 
Summer Ventures with one application: www.cfnc.org 
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From community-based groups to affinity spaces, 
academic competition teams to fine arts groups, 
NCSSM has a student organization for everyone. 
Students represent our state’s rural communities, 
suburbs, and biggest cities, together shaping their 
great potential into a promising future for 
themselves and for North Carolina. For many, it's  
a life-changing experience and takes them to places 
they couldn't have imagined. 

Student life reflects the diversity and enthusiasm  
of our student body. NCSSM brings together people 
from throughout the state with many different 
stories – different racial and ethnic origins, economic 
circumstances, faiths, goals, interests, hobbies, and 
sensibilities – and allows them the opportunity to 
learn from and value each other.  

Diversity and inclusion are more than words to us – 
they are values that guide our work.  We believe a 
diverse community is stronger, more creative, and 
more innovative.  NCSSM seeks to recruit in 
proportion to the racial demographics of  
North Carolina. 

At NCSSM you’ll be challenged and supported to  
test your boundaries, learn to live and work with 
others away from home, and gain a be£er sense of 
who you are and how to navigate the many options 
life presents.  

*Residential only includes Durham students because Morganton students were not formally enrolled by the date  
of publication. Morganton will be represented in subsequent editions. Students indicating more than one race/ 

ethnicity are counted in each of their self-identified race/ethnic categories, so results add up to more than 100%.  

2,500 copies of this public document were printed at a cost of $2,996, or $1.20 per copy.
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